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Lecture 6: Market design



Outline

• Auction design

• Ad auctions

• Market design
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Uses of game theory in market design

• Study existing markets

- Identify the “rules of the game,” the incentives for the

participants, and how they behave. Then try to understand

why the market functions well, or not so well.

• Design new markets

- Identify the economic problem to be solved, the players and

their incentives and information. Then try to understand what

sort of market rules would lead to a desired outcome.

• Economic theory provides a conceptual framework, but need

to use data and experiments to test hypotheses, and identify

things models may have missed.
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Mechanism design

• Game theory is helpful in describing the rational strategic

interactions between agents.

• Mechanism design turns the question around:

Assuming that the agents will play a strategic interaction

game, what should the rules for the game be?

This would be the theoretical setup for gaming industry as well, but real life is more messy and we need to

abstract away from such detail for pedagogical clarity.
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Revelation principle

• Given the vast amount of possible choices, is there hope to

say something on the best possible design?

• Sometimes general results exist, esp. the Revelation principle:

- Suppose that if my type is vi then my best response to others’

strategies is b(vi ).
- Then, if the market operator asks for my type vi and promises

to pay b(vi ), it is optimal for me to tell the truth, given that

all other tell the truth.

- Task to design allocation and payment rules.

• We leave the theory for further classes in microeconomics and

focus on some more tangible examples.
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Designing auctions – Auction mechanisms

• Auction theory tells us what to expect in a Nash equilibrium:

- In an e�cient allocation the high value bidder wins.

- Expected revenue is the same in many auction methods.

• Is there a potential to improve the expected revenue for the
seller? Yes, for example by

- Introducing reserve prices.

- Increasing competition.
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Reserve prices

• Recall the ascending auction example with two bidder whose

values are v1 and v2.

• Values are assumed to follow an uniform distribution [0, 100].

• So the expected revenue for the seller is 33 1⁄3.

• What happens is the seller sets a reserve price of r?
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Reserve prices

• Seller sets reserve price r and runs an ascending auction.

• Bidding starts from r .

• Three cases

- Both bidder values below r ! no sale.

- One value above r , one below r ! sale at r .

- Both values above r ! sale at lower value.
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E↵ect of reserve prices to revenues

Figure: J. Levin.
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Impact of competition

No reserve price Optimal reserve price

N P(sales) E[revenue] P(sales) E[revenue]

1 1 0 0.5 25

2 1 33 0.75 42

3 1 50 0.88 53

4 1 60 0.95 61

5 1 67 0.97 67

Table 4: Impact of competition to sales.

Regardless of the number of bidders, the optimal reserve price in

the example is always r = 50 (in this example).
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Example from eBay auctions

Figure: Einav et al. 2012.
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Example from eBay auctions

Figure. Impact of reference price to sales probability.

Figure: Einav et al. 2012.
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Example from eBay auctions

Figure. Impact of reference price to revenues.

Figure: Einav et al. 2012.
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Example: Online auction for an apartment – revisted

Source: Kiinteistömaailma.
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Example: Online auction for an apartment

• Maybe the seller’s (secret) reserve price was just not met.

• Empirical evidence suggests that keeping the reserve price hidden

might be an e�cient strategy, if there is a possibility to bargain

afterwards:

Source: Larsen 2014.
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Example: Online auction for an apartment

• Also possible that the seller did not have a fixed reserve price,

but was trying to learn from the market with the auction.

• Each higher bid gives a more positive expectations, both for

the seller and all bidders.

• Somewhat similar to a case when some bidders are uncertain
(uninformed) on their valuations. Then:

- Can be shown that a secret reserve price leads to higher

expected revenues than a public reserve price.

Source: Hossain, 2008.
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Ad auctions

“Google and Facebook attracted one-fifth of

global advertising spending last year, nearly

double the figure of five years ago

–The Guardian, 2 May 2017. ”
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Ad auctions

• Google ad auctions were introduced in 2002. Auctions are

now widely used for selling advertisement space online.

• Advertisers send their money bids by search term:

- E.g. loans, vodka, head ache.

- O↵er a payment per click.

• Google arranges separate ad auctions for every query.

- Conditional on su�cient number of bidders.
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Example: Google search

Figure. Search for “loans” in Google (U.S.).

Figure: Google. 146



Ad auctions

• Possibly several positions for sale.

• Auction mechanism is a “generalized second price” auction.

- Positions are assigned in the order of bid.

- Advertisers submit a single bid.

- Advertisers pay the bid of the advertiser in the position below.

• If only one position, reduces to a second price auction.
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Ad auctions

Assumptions:

• Positions k = 1, . . . ,K and bidders n = 1, . . . ,N.

• Each position gets xk clicks per day: x1 > x2 > · · · > xK .

• Each bidder has value vn per click: v1 > v2 > · · · > vN .

This leads to:

• For bidder n, the value of position k is vn ⇤ xk .
• For bidder n, the profit from buying k is (vn � pk) ⇤ xk .
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Example: Ad auctions

• Two positions: receive 200 and 100 clicks per day.

• Three bidders with values of 10, 5, 2 cents.

Value in e
Bidder 1st position 2nd position

1 20 10

2 10 5

3 4 2

Table. Value of positions in e for each bidder.

• In an e�cient allocation, the first position goes to the highest

bidder and the second position to the second highest bidder.
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Example: Ad auctions

• Three bidders with values of 10, 5, 2 cents.

• Market clearing prices are determined by the value (in cents)

of the bidder below the winner.

Value in e Price

Bidder 1st position 2nd position in cents

1 20 10 5

2 10 5 2

3 4 2 -

Table. Market clearing prices (if bidders bid their true value).
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Generalized second price auctions

• Truthful bidding not a dominant strategy. Consider two
positions with 200 and 100 clicks, and a bidder with valuation
10. If competing bids are 4 and 8.

- Bidding 10 wins 1st slot, pay 8, profit 200 ⇤ 2 = 400.

- Bidding 5 wins 2nd slot, pay 4, profit 100 ⇤ 6 = 600.

But if competing bids are 6 and 8, it is better to bid 10.

• In general several Nash equilibria, including some that are

ine�cient.
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Goolge ad auctions

• In addition to the auction method above, Google uses a
measure for “ad quality”:

- The quality of ad a↵ects to clicks, in addition to the position.

- Google uses its data to predict the quality of an auction, i.e.

how many clicks it will receive.

• Bids are made in terms of cost per click.

• Outcome of the auction is determined by ad rank that is

calculated as the cost per click (bid) times the ad quality

score (Google).

• The allocation is no longer e�cient when comparing the

money bids.
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Market design in general

• Always a balance between what tasks are left to the

competition/game in the marketplace to decide and what is

decided by the rules.

• Choice of implementation detail will depend on the desired

outcomes.

• There needs to be su�cient enforcement mechanisms in place

to ensure that the actual outcomes meet desired outcomes.
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Properties of good market design

1. Provide thickness
- Attract a su�cient proportion of potential market participants

to come together ready to transact with one another.

2. Overcome the congestion that thickness can bring
- Ensure that market participants can consider enough

alternative possible transactions to arrive at satisfactory ones.

3. Make it safe to participate in the market as simply as possible
- As opposed to trading outside of the marketplace or engaging

in strategic behavior.

4. Some markets can be repugnant: they should not exist.

5. Experimentation to diagnose and understand market failures

and successes, and to communicate results to policy makers.

Source: Roth 2008.
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Exercises for Lecture 6

1. Use the market design criteria of Alvin Roth from 2008 (thickness, congestion,

safe, repugnant, experimentation, see slides from lecture 6) and analyze,

concisely, how they apply to the ad market run by Facebook.

2. Take an ad auction with two positions. Assume that the number of clicks the ad

receives is given by a position multiplier times the quality of the ad. The

position multipliers are x1 = 40 and x2 = 20. There are three bidders with ad

qualities of a1 = 3, a2 = 7, a3 = 5. Their bid values are b1 = 10, b2 = 5, b3 = 2

cents per click (bidders bid their true value). Calculate the ad ranks and report

the values of each position in euro (see slides from lecture 6 for an example

without the ad quality).
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Readings

• Varian, H. (2012) “Revealed Preferences and its
Applications”, Economic Journal.

- Section 1: Discussed in Lecture 7, you can skip it for now.

- Section 2: Example from here was used in Lecture 2, this

provides more detail, but is not essential reading.

- Section 3: This is what I expect you to read.
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